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1: What data can be shared across organizations? (Choose TWO)
   A. PMs
   B. Items
   C. Assets
   D. Job Plans
   E. Safety Plans
   Correct Answers: B D

2: The accountant on the client core team wants to know what costs Maximo tracks on work orders. What costs will Maximo track? (Choose THREE)
   A. Tools
   B. Labor
   C. Asset
   D. Services
   E. Company
   F. Work Order
   Correct Answers: A B D

3: During a business process workshop, the client makes the following statement: "We have an existing asset classification structure that needs to be supported in Maximo. How many classification hierarchy levels can Maximo support?" What is the correct response to the client's question?
   A. Ten
   B. Five
   C. Three
   D. Unlimited
   Correct Answers: D

4: Fleet Corporation requires their system to automatically autofill partially-filled fields. How is this accomplished in Maximo?
   A. JSP default
   B. Maximo customization
   C. Windows configuration
   D. Standard Maximo configuration
   Correct Answers: D

5: R. L. Rivers Company has a requirement to associate an owner to an asset. What type of entity is the owner?
   A. Craft
   B. Labor
   C. Person
6: What architecture does Maximo 6 use?
A. n-tier
B. 1-tier
C. 2-tier
D. client/server
**Correct Answers: A**

7: What type of associations can be made between People and Assets? (Choose TWO)
A. User
B. Labor
C. Default
D. Primary
E. Custodian
**Correct Answers: A E**

8: Gander Lumber Company wants to share item data across two business units in different countries. Each business unit has a different financial process. What organization and site structure is recommended?
A. one organization with two sites
B. two organizations with one site each
C. an item set and one organization with two sites
D. an item set and two organizations with one site each
**Correct Answers: D**

9: What is true about an asset? (Choose TWO)
A. can only have one meter
B. can be moved between sites
C. must be a member of an Item Set
D. must be associated with a location
E. can be moved between organizations
**Correct Answers: B E**

10: Acme Corporation has a requirement to send emails to administrators when certain assets are approaching the end of their lease. What application is required to send these emails?
A. Workflow
B. Escalation
C. Email Listener
D. SLA (Service Level Agreement)
**Correct Answers: B**

11: BMI Corporation has a requirement to categorize work orders by an attribute so they can be
viewed and managed as a group. How is this accomplished in Maximo? (Choose TWO)
A.Class
B.Value List
C.Work Type
D.Service Group
E.Classifications
Correct Answers: C E

12: Mitchell Corporation wants to define an entity that is routinely transferred into a storeroom at a scheduled interval or upon fault detection. This entity can be repaired and re-used. What is the term to describe this entity in Maximo?
A.Item
B.Asset
C.Location
D.Rotating Item
Correct Answers: D

13: ABC Trucking Company has a requirement to define an entity that is uniquely identified and not typically moved. The entity may contain further entities that can be moved. What term is used to describe this entity in Maximo?
A.Item
B.Asset
C.System
D.Location
Correct Answers: D

14: ABC Trucking Company has a need to review and either approve or reject new self-registered users. How is this accomplished?
A.Workflow
B.Escalations
C.Bulletin Board
D.Communication Templates
Correct Answers: A

15: BMI Corporation has a number of assets located in confined spaces. Any work generated for these assets must identify the confined space condition. What application can be used to meet the client requirement?
A.Locations
B.Safety Plan
C.Failure Codes
D.Preventive Maintenance (PM)
E.Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
Correct Answers: B
16: Shirley Oil Corporation wants to create a Service Request from incoming email. What is used to achieve the client's requirement? (Choose TWO)
A. Workflow
B. Notification
C. Email Listener Configuration
D. Email communication application
E. Extend Service Request class file
Correct Answers: A C

17: Fleet Corporation has multiple agreements with different vendors. What is the best way to manage the agreements in Maximo?
A. Master Contracts
B. Purchase Orders
C. Terms and Conditions
D. Document Attachments
Correct Answers: A

18: Acme Oil Company wants to have the ability to perform an action on multiple assets simultaneously. Using the Asset application, what type of actions can be performed? (Choose THREE)
A. Moves
B. Swaps
C. Attribute Changes
D. Associate Services
E. Change Item Number
F. Manage Meter Readings
Correct Answers: A B C

19: What Maximo entity can be either hierarchical or networked?
A. Site
B. Locations
C. Failure Code
D. Item
E. Asset
Correct Answers: D

20: Fleet Corporation wants shortcuts to create work orders, service requests, and purchase requisitions without having to navigate to each application. How would this be accomplished?
A. Use the Self Service module.
B. Add Quick Insert icons to each application.
C. Set up the Quick Insert Portal on the Start Center.
D. Create a new application with Application Designer.
Correct Answers: C